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Property-based random testing, exemplified by frameworks such as Haskell’s QuickCheck, works by testing an
executable predicate (a property) on a stream of randomly generated inputs. Property testing works very well
in many cases, but not always. Some properties are conditioned on the input satisfying demanding semantic
invariants that are not consequences of its syntactic structure—e.g., that an input list must be sorted or have
no duplicates. Most randomly generated inputs fail to satisfy properties with such sparse preconditions, and so
are simply discarded. As a result, much of the target system may go untested.
We address this issue with a novel technique called coverage guided, property based testing (CGPT). Our
approach is inspired by the related area of coverage guided fuzzing, exemplified by tools like AFL. Rather
than just generating a fresh random input at each iteration, CGPT can also produce new inputs by mutating
previous ones using type-aware, generic mutation operators. The target program is instrumented to track
which control flow branches are executed during a run and inputs whose runs expand control-flow coverage
are retained for future mutations. This means that, when sparse conditions in the target are satisfied and new
coverage is observed, the input that triggered them will be retained and used as a springboard to go further.
We have implemented CGPT as an extension to the QuickChick property testing tool for Coq programs; we
call our implementation FuzzChick. We evaluate FuzzChick on two Coq developments for abstract machines
that aim to enforce flavors of noninterference, which has a (very) sparse precondition. We systematically
inject bugs in the machines’ checking rules and use FuzzChick to look for counterexamples to the claim
that they satisfy a standard noninterference property. We find that vanilla QuickChick almost always fails
to find any bugs after a long period of time, as does an earlier proposal for combining property testing and
fuzzing. In contrast, FuzzChick often finds them within seconds to minutes. Moreover, FuzzChick is almost
fully automatic; although highly tuned, hand-written generators can find the bugs faster than FuzzChick, they
require substantial amounts of insight and manual effort.
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INTRODUCTION

Random testing methods probe a system’s behavior using randomly generated inputs. In propertybased random testing, illustrated in Figure 1a, the system’s expected behavior is specified as a collection of properties—executable boolean predicates over inputs. For example, in QuickChick [Dénès
et al. 2014; Lampropoulos and Pierce 2018; Paraskevopoulou et al. 2015a,b], a modern propertybased random tester for the Coq proof assistant, the following property states that the sort function
should always produce sorted lists:
Definition prop_sort_correct (l : list nat) : bool := is_sorted (sort l).
QuickChick will repeatedly generate random lists and apply prop_sort_correct to each one,
continuing until either the property returns false or the process times out. QuickChick produces
random values by invoking a generator function of the appropriate type. While generators can be
written by hand, doing so requires nontrivial time and expertise; therefore, most property-based
testing tools provide mechanisms for synthesizing them automatically [Bulwahn 2012a; Claessen
and Hughes 2000; Papadakis and Sagonas 2011]. For example, QuickChick can use Coq’s typeclass
mechanism to synthesize an appropriately typed generator using a predefined library of generator
combinators [Lampropoulos et al. 2018].
A weakness of synthesized generators is that they are less effective than hand-crafted ones at
finding bugs when properties have sparse preconditions. Here is an example of such a property:
Definition prop_insert_correct (x : nat) (l : list nat) : bool :=
is_sorted l ==> is_sorted (insert x l).
This property says that if a list l is sorted, then so should the list produced by insert x l. The ==>
operator denotes a property with a precondition: if its left-hand side is true, then the right-hand
predicate is tested; otherwise the property holds vacuously. For this example, QuickChick will
generate many random lists, but insert will only be tested on those lists that happen to be sorted.
The vast majority of such lists will be very small, since the probability that a random list is sorted
decreases quickly with its length. Accordingly, most of the generated tests will succeed vacuously,
and the right-hand side of the implication will rarely be checked.
To make property testing with synthesized generators more effective in such cases we take
inspiration from research on fuzz testing (or fuzzing). This technique, first conceived by Miller
et al. [1990], works by repeatedly feeding random bytes to a target program and seeing whether it
crashes (with an OS-level fault). Many programs first check that inputs satisfy structural constraints
before continuing with their core functionality. For such programs, if the constraints are sparse,
then input bytes generated in a purely random fashion are unlikely to pass the checks, limiting the
power of random tests to find bugs. Sound familiar?
The fuzzing community has addressed this problem by developing a technique called coverage
guided fuzzing (CGF), exemplified in the popular fuzzer AFL [2018]. Rather than generate each
new input from scratch, an input is obtained by mutating a prior test’s input. The process starts
with a seed input provided by the test engineer. The target program is instrumented (e.g., during
compilation) to efficiently track which control-flow edges are traversed when executing a given
test. If this input causes the program to traverse a previously unvisited edge, then it is deemed
“interesting” and retained as an object of future mutations. Doing so allows the fuzzer to gradually
explore many of the program’s control paths, especially ones that are reached by relatively few
inputs. In particular, if the program carries out a test that is satisfied by few inputs, a CGF tool will
remember such an input when it arises and use it as a springboard to cover more paths. CGF easily
outperforms completely random input generation, and it has even been shown to automatically
“reverse engineer” fairly complicated input formats [lcamtuf 2019b].
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Fig. 1. QuickChick vs FuzzChick workflows. QuickChick (left) uses a simple testing loop: a generator produces
random structured data from a standard source of pseudo-random bits, and this data is used to test the desired
property. On success, repeat; on failure, report the counterexample. FuzzChick (right) instead instruments the
property being tested (including the system under test (SUT), but not the testing framework itself). Coverage
information is used to determine whether the input (a data structure) is interesting or not. In addition, the
tool decides between mutating an existing interesting input (if one exists) or generating new inputs randomly
to reset the process. Both the mutator and the generator operate at the level of algebraic data types.

This paper introduces coverage guided, property based testing (CGPT), a novel combination
of property testing and CGF. We have implemented this technique in FuzzChick, a redesign of
QuickChick. FuzzChick is depicted in Figure 1b. As with CGF, the property and the code it tests are
instrumented to gather control-flow coverage information. This information is used to determine
whether the prior input is interesting, in which case it will be repeatedly mutated to produce
subsequent inputs. FuzzChick synthesizes a standard random generator, which it uses to produce
the initial seed input (the test engineer does not have to provide one). It also synthesizes a collection
of mutators, each inspired by the kinds of mutators used in traditional fuzzing. FuzzChick mutators
are type-aware: instead of mutating binary streams, they mutate inputs at the algebraic datatype
level while preserving their type, which allows the mutations to be more targeted and effective.
They are applied during the testing process on seeds that were considered interesting to obtain
new ones, which are then in turn checked for new paths and mutated. If mutation-based input
generation covers no new paths for a long time, FuzzChick will just call the normal generator. This
serves to “reset” the state space exploration process, escaping from local minima.
Revisiting the sorted list example, suppose the random generator has produced the list [1;3;2;4].
In a purely random setting, this test would be immediately discarded because it is not sorted. In
FuzzChick, however, it can be mutated to yield a few “similar” lists. For instance, it might be
changed to either [1;3;0;4] or [1;3;5;4] by mutating its third element. In the first case, testing
with the mutated list would cover no new paths, and the mutated test would be thrown away. In
the latter case, we would be able to cover more branches of the is_sorted predicate, since the list
contains a larger sorted prefix and FuzzChick treats visiting a branch more times as an increase in
coverage. This new list could in turn be reused, bringing us one step closer to a sorted input.
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We evaluated FuzzChick by using it to test two formalized developments of secure machines
(§ 4). The most complicated machine spans more than 10k lines of Coq code, including definitions
and specifications (∼ 2000 LoC), testing infrastructure (∼ 2000 LoC), and proofs (∼ 6000 LoC).
Both machines aim to enforce flavors of noninterference. Informally, noninterference states that an
external observer without access to secret information cannot distinguish between two runs of a
program that differ only in such secret information. As such, noninterference is a perfect example
of a very sparse property: it requires randomly generating pairs of states that are identical in all
of their “public” locations. Both machines have been proved correct [Azevedo de Amorim et al.
2014], so in their original state they do not have any bugs left to find. Therefore, we systematically
inject bugs in the machines’ security checks and then see whether random testing can produce
programs that are evidence of a noninterference violation. We measure effectiveness as mean time
to failure—i.e., how long does it take to produce an example violation?
We compare the performance of FuzzChick against two alternative, fully automated propertybased random testers: QuickChick and an adaptation of Crowbar [2017], a previously proposed
integration of the AFL fuzzer and a property testing framework. Crowbar works by using AFL
to fuzz the source of randomness used by a property tester’s generator, rather than the inputs
directly as FuzzChick does. (Crowbar is described in detail in § 2.2.) As Crowbar was originally
developed for use with its own simplistic OCaml-based property tester, we could easily adapt it to
work with QuickChick. Both these two and FuzzChick use automatically synthesized generators,
while FuzzChick also uses automatically synthesized mutators.
On these challenging applications, FuzzChick significantly outperforms both QuickChick and
Crowbar. For the simpler of the two machines, FuzzChick discovers most bugs within seconds,
while the other two systems mostly time out after an hour. For the more complicated and realistic
one, FuzzChick requires a few minutes for most bugs, while the other systems didn’t find most of
the bugs within eight hours. We also compared the performance of FuzzChick against QuickChick
when using a collection of highly tuned, hand-written generators [Hriţcu et al. 2013b, 2016]. With
them, QuickChick finds most bugs extremely quickly, in less than one second. However, the human
cost of such generators is high: they took most of a person-year to develop and comprise almost
1000 LOC. In short, FuzzChick represents a strong advance in automated input generation, but
there are still plenty of opportunities for improvement.
In summary, we offer the following contributions in this paper:
• We present coverage guided, property based testing (CGPT), a novel combination of property
testing and coverage guided fuzzing. We have implemented CGPT in FuzzChick, an extension
of the QuickChick property-based random testing tool for Coq (§ 3). FuzzChick synthesizes
type-specific mutation operators, drawing inspiration from and generalizing AFL’s bit-level
operators. It also synthesizes traditional input generators, which it uses both to produce an
initial seed and to restart when testing gets stuck in a local minimum.
• We evaluate FuzzChick by using it to test the formal development of two abstract machines,
one simple and one more realistic, which aim to enforce a non-interference property (§ 4). The
evaluation systematically modifies these machines so that they omit various security checks,
and measures how quickly randomly testing the noninterference property can uncover them.
Compared against QuickChick and Crowbar, FuzzChick is far more effective: it discovers
most injected bugs orders of magnitude faster. FuzzChick is still equally far away from the
efficiency of expertly hand-written generators, but incurs far less manual work (§ 5).
We discuss related work in § 6 and conclude in § 7.
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BACKGROUND

We begin by describing QuickChick, a property-based random tester for Coq that serves as our
starting point. We also describe Crowbar [2017], a prior approach to combining property testing
and fuzzing, and our reimplementation of it, which we use as a point of comparison in the evaluation section. Our main contribution—the idea of coverage guided, property-based testing (CGPT)
implemented in the tool FuzzChick—builds on these foundations; it is presented in § 3.
2.1

QuickChick

Coq is a widely used proof assistant that has been used to prove the correctness of numerous
complex software systems including the CompCert optimizing C compiler [Leroy 2009] and the
CertiKOS hypervisor [Gu et al. 2016]). QuickChick [Lampropoulos 2018; Lampropoulos and Pierce
2018; Paraskevopoulou et al. 2015a] is a tool that integrates random testing into Coq; its goal is
to help proof engineers iron out most of the bugs in both their programs and their specifications
before spending the (often significant) energy required to prove correctness formally. It works
by attempting to automatically generate counterexamples to hypothesized theorems. If no such
counterexample can be found, the proof engineer can proceed with greater confidence.
QuickChick originally started as a straightforward clone of Haskell’s QuickCheck tool [Claessen
and Hughes 2000] and still shares the same overall architecture, shown in Figure 1a. To test a piece
of software, QuickChick requires four ingredients:
•
•
•
•

an executable property that is repeatedly tested against inputs of some type t,
a generator for producing random inputs of type t,
a printer of type t → string for reporting any counterexamples that are found, and
a shrinker of type t → list t to “minimize” counterexamples before reporting them.

In Figure 1a, we group printers and shrinkers together under “Report to user,” as they are not the
focus of this paper and are identical across the different variants that we study.
The main loop of QuickChick, shown in Algorithm 1, is extremely simple: given a property P, a
generator gen and an upper limit for the number of tests, QuickChick keeps generating random
inputs until one fails or the limit is reached.

Algorithm 1 QuickChick Testing Loop
function testLoop(P, gen, maxTests)
i←0
while i < maxTests do
x ∼ gen
result ← P (x)
if !result then return Bug x
end if
end while
return NoBug
end function

▷ Loop until test limit
▷ Generate an input
▷ Run the property over the input
▷ Bug Found

As an example of how QuickChick might be used, suppose we want to use Coq to formalize
and ultimately prove a simple property involving binary trees (with payloads at both nodes and
leaves—this choice allows us to showcase several aspects of our mutation operators later). The Tree
Proc. ACM Program. Lang., Vol. 3, No. OOPSLA, Article 181. Publication date: October 2019.
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type definition and a mirror function, which mirrors a tree by swapping its children recursively,
can be written as follows. 1
Inductive Tree A :=
| Leaf : A -> Tree A
| Node : A -> Tree A -> Tree A -> Tree A.
Fixpoint mirror {A : Type} (t : Tree A) : Tree A :=
match t with
| Leaf x => Leaf x
| Node x l r => Node x (mirror r) (mirror l)
end.

For our property, suppose we want to show that mirror is an involution: i.e., mirroring a tree twice
yields the original tree.
Definition mirror_twice {A : Type} (t : Tree A) :=
mirror (mirror t) == t.

Before trying to prove this property, we can use QuickChick to search for possible counterexamples. To do so, we need to define a generator, printer, and shrinker for elements of type Tree A. We
can do this by invoking the command
Derive (GenSized, Show, Shrink) for Tree.

The Derive command uses the representation of the Tree type to automatically derive the three
needed components. QuickChick can then use these components (implicitly—they will be supplied
by Coq’s typeclass inference mechanism, e.g., in the following command) when invoking the
QuickChick command at the top level:
QuickChick mirror_twice.

This command implements the testing loop described above; it runs 10000 tests (by default) and
reports that all of them succeeded. It also reports that none were discarded because of precondition
failure (as expected, since mirror_twice doesn’t have a precondition).
QuickChecking mirror_twice...
+++ Passed 10000 tests (0 discards)

If we had made a mistake in our definition of mirror, say by mirroring the left subtree twice in the
Node branch...
Fixpoint mirror {A : Type} (t : Tree A) : Tree A :=
match t with
| Leaf x => Leaf x
| Node x l r => Node x (mirror l) (mirror l)
end.

...QuickChick would complain, outputting a (minimal) counterexample.
QuickChecking mirror_prop
Node 0 (Leaf 1) (Leaf 0)
*** Failed after 4 tests and 5 shrinks. (0 discards)
1 In

Coq, putting curly braces around a function parameter declaration, like {A} here, is a request to the typechecker to
infer this parameter, allowing it to be omitted at use sites. The keyword Inductive introduces an algebraic datatype
declaration: in this case, the datatype has constructors Leaf and Node, each of which takes parameters of appropriate
type and yields a tree. The Fixpoint keyword introduces a recursive function.
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Let’s now take a closer look at QuickChick’s implementation, and in particular, at its automatically
derived generators. Coq includes a built-in functional programming language, which we’ve used
above to write our program and property. Coq provides the capability to extract programs in its
language to equivalent OCaml code. Using this capability, QuickChick produces more efficient
versions of properties and programs to test, and links them with a run-time library that provides
“non-logical” facilities like IO and randomness. For the rest of this paper, we keep our use of Coqspecific features to a minimum, so that a reader unfamiliar with Coq can think of QuickChick and
the target program as if they were implemented in OCaml.
In essence,2 a QuickChick generator that produces inputs of some type A is just a function from
a random seed type (intuitively, an integer) to the output type. Its type G A is defined as follows:
Definition G A := RandomSeed -> A.

The most basic block by which we build generators is ret (short for return). Given an element
x of type A, the expression ret x represents a singleton probability distribution: no matter what
random seed r it is given, (ret x) r will always produce x.
Definition ret {A : Type} (x : A) : G A := (fun r => x).

(The fun keyword introduces an anonymous function.) We also need to compose generators: given
a generator for elements of type A and a function that, given an A produces a generator for Bs, we
can bind them together to form a generator for Bs.3
Definition bind {A B : Type} (g : G A) (k : A -> G B) : G B :=
(fun r => let (r1,r2) := randomSplit r in
let a := g r1 in (k a) r2).

To compose generators, we need to first run g to obtain an element a of type A, and then run (k a) to
obtain a B. One subtlety is that these two generators should be given independent random seeds to
avoid introducing bias in the resulting distribution. We use randomSplit for this: given an input seed
r it produces a pair of statistically independent seeds r1 and r2 [Claessen and Pałka 2013]. To make
programs easier to read, we use the notation x <- e1 ;; e2 to mean bind e1 (fun x => e2).
QuickChick provides a useful library of generator combinators, inspired by the ones in Haskell’s
QuickCheck. These combinators can be used if desired to write generators by hand; more importantly for present purposes, they are also used by the Derive command when synthesizing
generators for arbitrary algebraic data types. The most common and expressive one is freq (short
for frequency):
Definition freq {A : Type} : list (nat * G A) -> G A.

As its type says, freq takes a list of generators, each associated with a natural number that is
interpreted as a weight. It picks one of these generators at random, based on the discrete distribution
induced by the weights.
As mentioned earlier, QuickChick can automatically derive a generator for a type based on the
structure of its definition. We need not dig into the details of the derivation algorithm here, but
let’s look at generator it produces for Tree A (modulo a bit of prettification). The derived generator
produces Trees up to some size limit. Since Trees are parametric it also needs an argument,
arbitrary, that can produce random instances of the inner type.4
2 To

streamline this discussion, we are eliding an additional parameter to real QuickChick generators that controls the size
of generated structures.
3 Haskell-inclined readers will recognize that G is similar to the Reader monad.
4 In the real implementation of QuickChick, the arbitrary parameter is provided automatically by Coq’s typeclass
mechanism. We’ve converted it to an ordinary parameter here to make the presentation more accessible.
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Fixpoint genSizedTree {A : Type} (arbitrary : G A) (size : nat) : G (Tree A) :=
match size with
| O =>
x <- arbitrary;;
ret (Leaf x)
| S size' =>
freq [ (1, x <- arbitrary;;
ret (Leaf x))
; (size, x <- arbitrary;;
l <- genSizedTree size';;
r <- genSizedTree size';;
ret (Node x l r)) ]
end.

This generator begins by matching on its size parameter: if size is zero, then it can only create a
Leaf; if non-zero, it has a choice. To produce a Leaf it needs to also create an element of type A to
use as the payload. This is done using the arbitrary function. The O branch of the match generates
an arbitrary value for x and returns it wrapped in a Leaf constructor. To produce a Node, we
need to generate an element x of type A using arbitrary, and we need to generate its left and
right subtrees. We do this by recursively calling genSizedTree, but with a smaller size parameter.
In the S branch of the match, we can either produce a Leaf or a Node. We make the choice using
freq, skewing the distribution more heaving towards Nodes when the size parameter is large: The
1
size of
weights given to freq will result in a Leaf size
of the time and a Node the remaining size
+1
+1
the time.
2.2

Crowbar and QcCrowbar

While automatically derived generators are useful, they do not work well when testing properties
with sparse preconditions. Consider for example binary search trees, which satisfy a property
similar to prop_insert_correct from the introduction: inserting an element in a binary search
tree yields a binary search tree.
Definition bst_insert_correct (x : nat) (t : Tree nat) :=
is_bst t ==> is_bst (bst_insert x t).

If we attempt to test that property with the derived generator, QuickChick gives up:
QuickChecking bst_insert_correct...
*** Gave up! Passed only 1281 tests
Discarded: 20000

Only roughly 6% out of all trees randomly generated by genSizedTree turn out to be valid according
to is_bst, so the is_bst (bst_insert x t) portion of the property is rarely tested.
Fuzz testing tools face a similar problem when testing programs operating on structured inputs:
since valid inputs are rarely produced randomly, most randomly generated inputs will be quickly
discarded by the target program, and little of its code will be tested. Modern tools like AFL [2018]
address this problem by using coverage-guided fuzzing (CGF). The idea is to track which portions of
the target program’s code are executed (“covered”) during a test, and to retain inputs that cover new
parts of the code. Future inputs are generated by mutating these retained, “interesting” inputs. Can
we employ a similar idea to improve the efficacy of testing properties with sparse preconditions?
A very clever recent attempt at doing so appeared in Crowbar [2017], which performs property
testing on OCaml programs. It is depicted in Figure 2. At a high level, Crowbar uses AFL to fuzz the
Proc. ACM Program. Lang., Vol. 3, No. OOPSLA, Article 181. Publication date: October 2019.
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Fig. 2. QcCrowbar Workflow

stream of random bits that controls the generators used by property-based testing. To achieve this
effect, Crowbar simply replaces the random number generator by a stream of bytes that it reads
from a file. The testing framework raises an exception when the property under test is invalidated,
so the whole program can be fuzzed using an out-of-the box fuzzer such as AFL. Crowbar uses an
OCaml compilation switch that adds AFL instrumentation, and gives this program to AFL.
The testing loop for Crowbar is exactly that of AFL—a sketch is shown in Algorithm 2. Given a
property P and an input seed corpus S, Crowbar keeps picking a seed from S, deciding how many
times to mutate it (in the fuzzing literature, this amount is often called the energy of a seed and
different ways of calculating this energy are called power schedules), mutating it and then either
reporting a crash (violations of the property),5 or updating the seed corpus with new seeds that
were deemed interesting (because they explored new branches). This process is repeated until a
predefined time limit is reached.
As QuickChick also targets OCaml via extraction from Coq, it is not too difficult to adapt the
Crowbar approach for QuickChick; we call the result QcCrowbar. We retargeted the extraction of
RandomSeed to type rnd and implemented a few wrappers for the rest of the randomness primitives
that QuickChick uses. The entire executable produced is then a valid target for AFL.
As we will see in § 5, QcCrowbar is roughly as effective as plain QuickChick with completely
random test case generation—i.e., not very effective, when the properties involved become more
complex. The reason is that the binary input that is used as a source of randomness can only be
modified by AFL at the bit level; such bit-level manipulations of the input don’t have any obvious
correspondence to changes in the distribution of the structured data that is eventually fed into the
target program. AFL’s cleverly crafted mutations normally fiddle with the bits of a data structure; in
the Crowbar approach, they fiddle with the randomness used to generate a data structure. Therefore,
the changes that it makes can have much larger and less predictable effects on the structure that
gets generated.
5 The

actual AFL implementation, rather than returning the first counter-example, will continue fuzzing to try to uncover
more bugs until a given time limit is reached. Here, for ease of comparison with the other systems, we focus on the generation
aspect of the AFL fuzzing loop.
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Algorithm 2 Crowbar Fuzzing Loop
function testLoop(P, S)
repeat
s ← nextSeed(S)
p ← calcEnergy(s)
for i = 1 to p do
s ′ ← mutate(s)
if !P(s ′) then return Bug s ′
else if isInteresting (s ′) then
S ← S ∪ {s ′ }
end if
end for
until Timeout
return NoBug
end function

▷ Pick the next seed to mutate
▷ Power Schedule
▷ Mutate the input
▷ Bug Found
▷ Add to queue

QcCrowbar has other drawbacks, too. The way the testing infrastructure is set up, whenever we
want to test a command using QcCrowbar, a single OCaml file is produced that contains, in addition
to the property under test, all of the operational logic of QuickChick, including generation, printing
and shrinking. For concreteness, a standard size of an extracted file is roughly 4000-6000 lines.
Ideally, we would prefer to instrument only the property itself: we want to cover the precondition, in
order to guide generation towards non-discarded inputs, and the property itself, to guide generation
towards non-explored paths—we do not care if the printing code or other parts of QuickChick itself
are covered. This means that a large part of the coverage information provided is unnecessary, while
incurring significant instrumentation overhead. This, together with the expensive decision-making
logic and the repeated memory accesses for seed manipulation, result in a significant overhead
compared to pure random execution. On our more complex case study (§ 4), QuickChick using
hand-written random generators variants is able to execute roughly 40× more tests per second!
These somewhat disappointing observations are not criticisms of AFL, which was built and
optimized for a different use case. (Indeed, the fact that AFL works at all in this unusual setup is a
testament to its amazing engineering!) Still, they leave open the question of whether the general
techniques developed for advanced fuzzing tools can be applied to effective property-based testing.
We answer this question in the affirmative. To do so, the main idea that we need is that, rather than
relying on bit-level manipulations to mutate the source of randomness coming into the generator,
we should mutate the high-level outputs coming out of it. Enter CGPT.
3

COVERAGE GUIDED, PROPERTY-BASED TESTING IN FUZZCHICK

In this section we introduce coverage guided, property-based testing (CGPT), an integration of
property testing with coverage guided fuzzing (CGF). We do so via FuzzChick, an extension of
QuickChick that uses CGPT. We discuss FuzzChick’s testing loop first (§ 3.1), and then discuss our
approach to automatically deriving the mutation operations that it uses (§ 3.2). We continue using
the previous section’s running example of binary trees.
3.1

CGPT Testing Loop

The main idea behind CGPT is that testing inputs should only be rarely produced by generators;
more often they should be produced by mutators operating on seeds chosen by a coverage guided
fuzzing process. This is shown in Figure 1b. In FuzzChick, both generators and mutators are
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Algorithm 3 CGPT Testing Loop
function testLoop(P, gen, mut, maxTests)
QSucc, QDisc ← ∅
while i < maxTests do
д ← pick(QSucc, QDisc, gen, mut)
x ∼д
result ← P (x)
if !result then return Bug x
else if isInteresting (x) then
e ← calcEnergy (x)
if !discarded result then
enqueue(QSucc, (x, e))
else enqueue(QDisc, (x, e))
end if
end if
end while
return NoBug
end function

▷ Initialize queues
▷ Loop until test limit
▷ Pick how to generate next input
▷ Run the generator/mutator
▷ Run the property over the input
▷ Bug Found
▷ Power Schedule
▷ If not discarded and interesting add to QSucc
▷ If discarded and interesting add to QDisc

function pick(QSucc, QDisc, gen, mut)
if !isEmpty(QSucc) then
(x, e) ← getAndDecr(QSucc)
if e > 0 then return mut(x)
else return pick(QSucc, QDisc, gen, mut)
end if
else if !isEmpty(QDisc) then
(x, e) ← getAndDecr(QDisc)
if e > 0 then return mut(x)
else return gen
end if
else return gen
end if
end function
function getAndDecr(Q)
(x, e) ← dequeue(Q)
e′ ← e − 1
if e ′ > 0 then
enqueueFront(Q, (x, e ′))
end if
return (x, e)
end function

▷ Grab the top seed from the queue
▷ If there is energy left, mutate
▷ Otherwise, look for another seed
▷ Grab the top seed from the queue
▷ If there is energy left, mutate
▷ Otherwise generate randomly
▷ If no seeds exists, generate randomly

▷ Dequeue an element and its energy
▷ Decrement energy by one
▷ If there is energy left, add it back at the top of the queue

synthesized automatically based on the input type. The generator synthesis is standard; we discuss
our algorithm for synthesizing mutators in the next subsection (§ 3.2).
The CGPT testing loop is given in Algorithm 3. At a high level, this loop is fairly similar to the
one in AFL and the one shown for Crowbar in the previous section (Algorithm 2).
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First, we initialize two queues QSucc and QDisc to be empty. Instead of having a single seed corpus,
the CGPT loop maintains two queues: QSucc holds interesting seeds that satisfy the precondition,
while QDisc holds seeds that do not (the “discards”). We prioritize seeds from QSucc because
mutations to them are more likely to satisfy the precondition. We retain seeds in QDisc because
while they may not currently satisfy the precondition, mutations to them could do so eventually
(thanks to the magic of CGF), as we saw in the sorted list example in the introduction.
Afterwards, we generate a test input. CGPT inputs need not only be produced by mutation;
instead, CGPT can switch between mutation and generation, as shown in the bottom of Algorithm 3
(pick and getAndDecr functions): We look at the top element (x, e) of the queue QSucc; if x still
has energy left we will decrement it by one and mutate x (using the mut function, an input to the
testing loop). If not, we remove it from the queue and we alternate between mutating a seed in
QDisc (if there is one) and generating random inputs (using a purely random generator gen, also
an input to the testing loop). Initially, since the queues are empty, we obtain seeds by randomly
generating them. As we explore more paths, the queues get populated by seeds and we switch
to mutation-based generation. If, at any point, fuzzing becomes stuck, we fall back to random
generation. Thus, the test engineer need not provide an initial seed for the fuzzing process, which
is good, as Klees et al. [2018] have shown that a poor choice of initial seed (which can often be
hard to judge) can harm overall performance.
After the call to pick, д has been assigned a generator for random inputs: either a purely random
one (gen), or one that chooses a mutation to apply to a previously discovered seed (mut(x)). We
sample this generator д to produce the next input x for testing. We present the possible mutation
operations in full in the next section (§ 3.2). The most important distinction is that CGPT mutations
operate at a higher level of abstraction than their lower-level counterparts in CGF tools, or Crowbar.
Rather than simply flipping bits in a semantically blind fashion, CGPT mutators manipulate values
of the desired type. This means there is a closer relationship between the original value and the
mutated one, which should assist the search process.
The rest of the loop is almost identical to the standard fuzzing loop: Run the property, and check
the result. If the property fails, we report the counterexample to the user; if not, we check whether
the input is interesting or not (i.e., whether it exercises new paths based on coverage information),
assign it some energy, and add it to the appropriate queue. In order to make the comparison to
Crowbar (which uses AFL as its back-end) as fair as possible, we use the exact same instrumentation
and logic to decide if a seed is interesting, and also assign each seed energy the same way. However,
using the same rationale as above, CGPT assigns proportionally less energy to discards (one third)
compared to seeds that lead to successful runs.
3.2

Deriving Mutators

A key element of CGPT is the use of mutation operators for producing new inputs. In FuzzChick, a
mutator has type T -> G T: given an input seed of some type T, a mutator is a random generator
for other values of type T. Rather than require the programmer to write mutators by hand, we have
developed an algorithm for deriving them automatically. We target simple algebraic data types,
possibly with type parameters, such as might be found in any functional language (omitting the
fancier data types made possible by Coq’s dependent type system). Formally, we consider several
ways of automatically deriving mutators for a datatype T with constructors Ci , each of type Ti →
T. The type Tree, for example, has constructors C 0 = Leaf, of type A → Tree A, and C 1 = Node, of
type A → Tree A → Tree A → Tree A.
The first way of deriving mutators is recursive mutation. That is, we obtain a mutator for an
element of T by mutating one of its subterms using an appropriate mutator mutateTk , where Tk is
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the type of the subterm. Given an element of T beginning with constructor Ci , we can recursively
mutate any one of its arguments and keep the rest unchanged. We call this mutation operator
mutater .6
mutaterT (Ci x 1 . . . x n ) = {Ci x 1′ . . . x n′ | k ∈ {1 . . . n}, x k′ ∈ mutateTk x k , x j′ = x j for j , k}

For the binary tree example, both constructors contain subexpressions that can be fuzzed. Since
trees are parametric, we need to assume that its parameter type A can also be mutated using some
function mutateA . Concretely, applying mutaterTree A to a Leaf x yields the following set of mutants:

mutaterTree A (Leaf a) = Leaf a' | a' ∈ mutateA a
Similarly, applying mutater to Node a l r yields
mutaterTree

A

(Node a l r) =
∪
∪

{Node a' l r | a' ∈ mutateA a}
{Node a l' r | l' ∈ mutateTree A l'}
{Node a l r' | r' ∈ mutateTree A r'} ,

where mutateTree A is the mutator for Tree A (a combination of mutaterTree A with the other mutators
discussed below).
The second kind of mutation operators correspond to bit-level mutations in AFL that result in
the deletion of bits. At the algebraic datatype level, we can mutate a term to a subterm with the
same type. We call this operator mutates .7
mutatesT (Ci x 1 . . . x n ) = {x k | k ∈ {1 . . . n}, Tk = T}

In the particular case of binary trees, for example, this operator can only be applied to the Node
constructor, since a Leaf term has no subterms that are trees.
mutatesTree

A

(Node a l r) = {l, r}

Another way to mutate a term that also roughly translates to deleting bits is to mutate it to one
with a different constructor, subject to the requirement that that constructor’s type is a subsequence
of the one we’re trying to mutate. We call this operator mutated . That is, given two constructors, Ci
and Ci ′ , of types Ti → T and Ti′ → T, where Ci expects n arguments and Ci ′ expects n ′, we require
a mapping π : {1 . . . n ′ } → {1 . . . n}, such that the type of each argument of Ci ′ can be mapped to
the type of some argument in the Ci constructor: ∀k ∈ {1 . . . n ′ },Tk = Tπ (k ) . Then we can mutate a
term by switching the top-level constructor from Ci to Ci ′ and dropping some of the arguments:
mutatedT (Ci x 1 . . . x n )

= {Ci′ x π (1) . . . x π′ (n′ ) | i ′ , i, π : {1 . . . n ′ } → {1 . . . n}, ∀k ∈ {1 . . . n ′ }. Tk′ = Tπ (k) }

In the binary tree example, the Leaf constructor expects a single argument of type A. Since a Node
also includes such an argument, we can mutate Node a l r to Leaf a.
mutatedTree

A

(Node a l r) = {Leaf a}

Note that while the intuition behind mutated was that it results in “deleting bits”, it can also be
applied to change between constructors with identical signatures: for example mutating a true
boolean to false.
More generally, we can change from one constructor Ci ′ of T to any other constructor (or indeed
the same constructor) Ci ′ by applying any function π from argument positions of one to argument
6 To lighten the notation, the mathematical definitions of the mutators in this section are slightly imprecise: Strictly speaking,

in order to produce results of type G A, they should all take a random seed as a second argument. We consistently elide this
argument, in effect changing the type of mutators from A -> G A to A -> Set A.
7 Readers familiar with QuickCheck may notice a striking similarity to its shrinking operations.
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positions of the other. Missing arguments to Ci ′ can be filled in simply by generating a random
element of the appropriate type (using arbitrary).
mutateдT (Ci x 1 . . . x n ) = {Ci′ y1 . . . yn ′ | π : {1 . . . n} → {1 . . . n ′ } ∪ {⊥},

∀k ∈ {1 . . . n ′ }.
(π (k) = j ∧ Tj′ = Tk ∧ yj = xk )}
′
∨ (π (k) =⊥ ∧yj = arbitraryTj )

For example, we can mutate a Leaf x to Node x l r, where the left and right subtrees are
generated arbitrarily.
mutateдTree

A

(Leaf a) = {Node a l r | l, r ∈ arbitraryTree A }

Interestingly, this does not have an exact equivalent at the AFL level; AFL mutations cannot generate
random bitstrings out of thin air.
Putting everything together, where the different mutation operators constitute different freq
choices, yields the derived mutator for trees shown in Figure 3—now written out in actual Coq
notation.8 The arbitrary function provides a way of generating elements of type A, just like in the
previous section. Similarly, the mutate function provides a way of mutating values of type A. (Both
of these functions are implicitly parameterized on the type that they should return, using Coq’s
typeclass mechanism. The details of how this works are not too important; the effect is that Coq’s
type inference mechanism fills in appropriate type superscripts everywhere.)
Our chosen type A -> G A for mutation operators precludes a particular category of AFL mutations: splicing using multiple seeds. That is, we can’t reuse other existing seeds (or parts of them)
in our mutators. This was a deliberate design decision to keep mutators lightweight and avoid the
overhead of keeping and traversing seeds during the mutation process; however, splicing may well
be a useful operator for FuzzChick, as it is for AFL. We leave exploring this bit of the design space
for future work.
4

CASE STUDIES

To evaluate FuzzChick, we measured its bug-finding performance on two existing Coq developments,
both formalizing abstract machines that aim to enforce noninterference [Goguen and Meseguer
1982; Sabelfeld and Myers 2003] using run-time checks. Informally, noninterference states that
an external observer without access to secret information cannot distinguish between two runs
of a program that differ only in such secret information. Noninterference is a good property on
which to evaluate CGPT, since it has a sparse precondition, as we will see. We describe the two
machines in this section and present our measurements and comparisons in § 5. This section serves
two purposes: to provide more background on noninterference, explaining the particularities of
this setting that make random testing hard; and to explain in detail the systematic fault injection
mechanism.
The first Coq development (§ 4.1) is a simple, stack-based machine with a handful of instructions
that employ simple data labeling policies. The second (§ 4.2) is more featureful—including, among
other things, registers, a richer label lattice, dynamic memory allocation, and a larger instruction
set. Both machines are borrowed from published papers [Hriţcu et al. 2013b, 2016], and they
have already been proved correct in Coq [Paraskevopoulou et al. 2015b]. Thus, by using explicit
8 The

code in the figure follows our current implementation in omitting some of the mutations generated by the mutateд
operator: we always choose mutants with a different constructor and such that the arguments to the mutant are either a
subset or a superset of the arguments to the original (not a mixture of the two). The fully general mutator will sometimes
produce many more mutants of a given value, and we have not experimented with it enough yet to understand whether or
not this yields more effective testing overall.
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Fixpoint mutate_tree {A : Type}
(mutate : A -> G A) (arbitrary : G A) (t : Tree A)
: G (Tree A) :=
match t with
| Leaf x =>
freq [ (* Recursively mutate subterms *)
(1, x' <- mutate x ;; ret (Leaf x'))
(* Mutate to a larger constructor by generating subterms *)
; (1, l <- arbitrary ;; r <- arbitrary ;; ret (Node x l r))
]
| Node x l r =>
freq [ (* Recursively mutate subterms *)
(1, x' <- mutate x;; ret (Node x' l r))
; (1, l' <- mutate_tree l;; ret (Node x l' r))
; (1, r' <- mutate_tree r;; ret (Node x l r'))
(* Mutate to a subterm of the same type *)
; (1, ret l)
; (1, ret r)
(* Mutate to a smaller constructor, dropping subterms *)
; (1, ret (Leaf x))
]
end.
Fig. 3. A binary tree mutator, in Coq

fault injection, we can maintain perfect control over the ground truth of our experiments, unlike
prior fuzzing evaluations [Klees et al. 2018]. In particular, the dynamic IFC checks performed by
each of the machines are isolated into a separate “rule table,” which makes it straightforward to
systematically inject bugs and see whether testing can detect them. Finally, we also have access to
highly tuned, hand-written generators for the inputs to these machines; these serve as a point of
comparison in the evaluation in § 5.
4.1

The IFC Stack Machine

The stack machine consists of a program counter, a stack, and separate data and instruction
memories. At the core of dynamic IFC enforcement lies the notion of labels [Montagu et al. 2013].
Each runtime value is associated with such a label, representing a security level, which is propagated
throughout the execution of the program to represent the secrecy of each piece of data. The basic
values in the stack machine are labeled integers, called atoms, where each label can be either L
(“low,” denoting public information) or H (“high,” denoting secret information). These labels form a
trivial 2-element lattice where L ⊑ H ; we write ℓ1 ∨ ℓ2 for the join (least upper bound) of ℓ1 and
ℓ2 in this lattice. Memories are just lists of such atoms, while stacks can contain either atoms or
specially marked return addresses, which capture the program counter at the time a call was made.
Finally, the stack machine has a minimal set of instructions:
Instr ::= Push n | Load | Store | Add | Noop | Call n | Return | Halt
The argument to Push is an integer that gets pushed on the stack with label L, while the argument
to Call is the number of stack elements that are treated as arguments to the call.
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Putting all this together, a machine state S is formally a 4-tuple, written pc s m i , consisting
of a program counter pc (an integer), a stack s (atoms or return addresses), a memory m (a list of
atoms), and an instruction memory i (a list of instructions).
4.1.1 Noninterference. The security property our machine enforces, noninterference, is based on a
notion of “indistinguishability.” Intuitively, two machine states are indistinguishable if they only
differ in secret data. We build up the notion formally from the machine parts.
Definition 1.
• Two atoms n 1 @ℓ1 and n 2 @ℓ2 are indistinguishable, written n 1 @ℓ1 ≈ n 2 @ℓ2 , if either ℓ1 =
ℓ2 = H or else n 1 = n 2 and ℓ1 = ℓ2 = L.
• Two instructions i 1 and i 2 are indistinguishable if they are the same.
• Two return addresses R(n 1 @ℓ1 ) and R(n 2 @ℓ2 ) are indistinguishable if either ℓ1 = ℓ2 = H or
else n 1 = n 2 and ℓ1 = ℓ2 = L.
• Two lists (memories, stacks, or instruction memories) xs and ys are indistinguishable if they
have the same length and their elements are pairwise indistinguishable.
Definition 2. Machine states S 1 = pc 1 s 1 m 1 i 1 and S 2 = pc 2 s 2 m 2 i 2 are indistinguishable
if their corresponding components are indistinguishable: pc 1 ≈ pc 2 , s 1 ≈ s 2 , m 1 ≈ m 2 , and i 1 ≈ i 2 .
The particular variant of noninterference we are interested in is termination-insensitive noninterference [Sabelfeld and Myers 2003]. We write S ⇓ S ′ to denote that if we repeatedly step the
machine S we will reach the halting state S ′ (its pc points to a Halt instruction).
Definition 3. A machine semantics is end-to-end noninterfering if, for any indistinguishable states
S 1 ≈ S 2 that execute to completion successfully, S 1 ⇓ S 1′ and S 2 ⇓ S 2′ , we have S 1′ ≈ S 2′ .
As Hriţcu et al. [2013b] realized, this end-to-end property, while intuitively simple, is quite hard
to falsify through random testing. Indeed, to discover a counterexample a testing tool needs to (a)
generate indistinguishable starting states, with programs that (b) run for long enough to reach an
interesting configuration where the bug might occur, and then (c) succesfully Halt while the pc
label is L. We denote the set of such states where the pc is public as Low.
Instead, Hriţcu et al. found that testing a stronger property, the inductive one that is needed
to actually prove the correctness of the design, is much easier. This property, called single-step
noninterference (SSNI), comprises three cases, often called unwinding conditions [Goguen and
Meseguer 1982] in the literature:
Definition 4. A machine semantics is single-step noninterfering if:
(1) for all S 1, S 2 ∈ Low, if S 1 ≈ S 2 , S 1 ⇒ S 1′ , and S 2 ⇒ S 2′ , then S 1′ ≈ S 2′ ;
(2) for all S < Low if S ⇒ S ′ and S ′ < Low, then S ≈ S ′;
(3) for all S 1, S 2 < Low, if S 1 ≈ S 2 , S 1 ⇒ S 1′ , S 2 ⇒ S 2′ , and S 1′ , S 2′ ∈ Low, then S 1′ ≈ S 2′ .
Informally, the unwinding conditions enforce step-wise indistinguishability. If two machines S 1
and S 2 are Low (that is, their pcs have labels L) and are indistinguishable, then they should remain
indistinguishable even after taking a step (rule 1). Then (rule 2), while the machines are not in a
Low state, every step they take that preserves a secret pc label should not affect the public parts
of their corresponding states (intuitively, for the pc label to be H the machine has branched on a
“secret” and it shouldn’t be allowed to alter public channels). Finally (rule 3), after some (potentially
different) number of “secret” steps, both machines can step back to a Low state, which are also
required to be indistinguishable. Thus, we can inductively reason about indistinguishability being
preserved by the step function to enforce the more familiar end-to-end noninterference property.
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Single-step noninterference as a property to test imposes a particularly challenging, sparse
precondition: the pair of states generated, S 1 and S 2 , must be low-equivalent and the machines
need to be able to execute (the same) single instruction successfully. A naive generator for states
(like QuickChick’s derived one) will have great difficulty satisfying this precondition.
4.1.2 IFC Rules and Systematic Mutations. Noninterference is enforced by propagating the labels
of values within the machine as it executes instructions and checking whether information ever
“leaks” from secret locations to public ones. For example, the rule for Store, which stores a pointer
in the stack, first checks that the join of the pc label and the pointer’s label is allowed to “flow” to
the label of the memory cell (this is often called the “no-sensitive-upgrades” check [Austin and
Flanagan 2009; Zdancewic 2002]). Then, it overwrites the cell’s contents, updating the label of the
element stored with the two labels. Such mechanisms are usually baked into the semantics:

i(pc) = Store m(p) = n ′@ℓn′
ℓp ∨ℓpc ⊑ ℓn′ m ′ = m[p := n@(ℓn ∨ℓp ∨ℓpc )]
pc @ℓpc p @ℓp : n @ℓn : s m i ⇒ (pc+1)@ℓpc s m ′ i

(Store)

One abstraction that proves very handy in our experiments is to extract the IFC content of such
rules into a separate rule table that the operational semantics consult. For instance, the Store rule
now looks as follows:
i(pc) = Store m(p) = n ′@ℓn′
= lookup(STORE, ℓp , ℓn , ℓn′ , ℓpc )
m ′ = m[p := n @ℓr es ]

′ ,ℓ
(ℓpc
r es )

′ s m′ i
pc @ℓpc p @ℓp : n @ℓn : s m i ⇒ (pc+1)@ℓpc

(Store’)

The rule table contains the following entry associated with Store, where ℓp ,ℓn ,ℓn′ and ℓpc are the
corresponding arguments to lookup.
Check
ℓp ∨ℓpc ⊑ ℓn′

Final pc Label
ℓpc

Result Label
ℓn ∨ℓp ∨ℓpc

Each rule contains a Check portion, which causes the machine to halt if executing the current
instruction would cause an IFC violation. It also gives the new pc label (which, for non-control-flow
instructions, is equal to the old one), as well as the label of the result of whatever operation we are
performing (here, the label of the element to be stored in the memory cell).
This factorization of IFC rules permits a systematic approach to evaluating our generators. Every
check performed and every join between labels when constructing the results is there to enforce a
particular noninterference policy. This means that if we remove any such check or taint we are
guaranteed to introduce a bug (or perhaps reveal that our IFC system is too restrictive, which would
also be a useful outcome of testing). Thus, we can systematically construct all possible variations
of a candidate rule in the rule table, using the lattice structure of the labels. For example, each row
of the following table represents a distinct mutant of the Store’ rule’s check:
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Check
ℓpc ⊑ ℓn′
ℓp ⊑ ℓn′
ℓp ∨ℓpc ⊑ ℓn′
ℓp ∨ℓpc ⊑ ℓn′
ℓp ∨ℓpc ⊑ ℓn′
ℓp ∨ℓpc ⊑ ℓn′
4.2

Final pc Label
ℓpc
ℓpc
⊥
ℓpc
ℓpc
ℓpc

Result Label
ℓn ∨ℓp ∨ℓpc
ℓn ∨ℓp ∨ℓpc
ℓn ∨ℓp ∨ℓpc
ℓp ∨ℓpc
ℓn ∨ℓpc
ℓn ∨ℓp

The IFC Register Machine

The register machine is a more realistic, scaled up version of the stack machine. It was first
presented in Hriţcu et al. [2016], where it was also proved in Coq to be noninterfering. The register
machine contains a plethora of features, originally intended to model an experimental processor
architecture [Chiricescu et al. 2013], that make generating well-distributed inputs much harder
and executing tests much slower. We briefly describe the delta between this machine and the stack
machine; for the interested reader, the machine is defined formally in Hriţcu et al.
The first difference that makes this machine more realistic is that it uses registers instead of just
a stack. All instructions take registers as arguments and targets for their results. The instructions
are:
Instr ::= Put n rd | Mov r s rd | Load rp rd | Store rp r s | Add r 1 r 2 rd | Mult r 1 r 2 rd | Eq r 1 r 2 rd |
Noop | Halt | Jump r | BranchNZ n r | Call r 1 r 2 r 3 | Return | Alloc r 1 r 2 r 3
The IFC infrastructure for this machine is also beefed up by generalizing the label lattice. The
hard-coded 2-element lattice of the stack machine is replaced by an arbitrary lattice, which we
instantiate in our experiments with a sets-of-principles lattice [Stefan et al. 2012] or a four-element
diamond lattice. In addition, we encode observable, first-class labels, a feature used in a number of
modern IFC systems [Giffin et al. 2012; Hriţcu et al. 2013a; Stefan et al. 2011]. That is, the “attacker”
observing the system can detect discrepancies between labels, and the machine itself contains
instructions for comparing labels, joining them, etc.
Instr ::= Lab r s rd | PcLab rd | PutLab l rd | Join r 1 r 2 rd | FlowsTo r 1 r 2 rd
In addition, integer data, labels, data pointers, and instruction pointers are strongly typed in this
machine: they belong to different syntactic categories.
Finally, this machine has a labeled memory model and dynamic memory allocation. The memory
is separated into 4 distinct regions, one for each label. When performing an Alloc r 1 r 2 r 3 instruction,
we specify the size of the memory block to be allocated (in r 1 ), as well as the label of the block (in
r 2 ). The machine then allocates a fresh block of memory at the region associated with the label in r 2
and returns a pointer to it (in r 3 ). This pointer is stamped with the label of the context at the point
of allocation (program counter plus the labels of r 1 and r 2 ). A key invariant of the machine that
turned out to be necessary for the noninterference proof is that when we are accessing a block of
memory stamped with some label l, then we are accessing it through a sequence of pointers whose
labels are at least as secure as l. This invariant is an additional precondition that our generators
must satisfy: if we generate a pair of machine states that don’t have this property, then we can
trigger noninterference violations that would actually be false negatives!
All these features make the indistinguishability precondition for noninterference much harder
to satisfy. While it was (occasionally) possible to generate two equal instructions for the stack
machine, a naive generator has virtually zero chance of generating indistinguishable register
machine instructions, let alone whole machine states, as each instruction is chosen from a pool of
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20, with each including one or more references to registers. Moreover, the added features make it
hard to generate instructions that can actually be executed: for that, most instructions’ arguments
need to be correctly typed (e.g., one can’t execute a load with a register that is not a pointer).
Moreover, having any sequence of pointers that can reach a memory block that is insufficiently
label-protected violates the reachability precondition. As a result, smart manual generators are
necessary for successful random testing in QuickChick. These generators comprise roughly 650 lines
of Coq code, capturing which registers contain what type of data, computing meets of reachable
pointer labels to produce valid stamps, and ensuring that the pair of machines are low-equivalent.
5

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section we describe the experiments we carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of FuzzChick.
The performance metric we are interested in is mean time to failure (MTTF), which measures how
quickly a bug can be found (in wall-clock time). To measure it, we first systematically inject all
possible rule-table variants, such as the ones shown for the Store rule in the previous section,
one at a time. For the stack machine, this results in 20 different ways of getting the security
enforcement policy wrong; for the register machine, 33. For each of these variants, we test the
(broken) artifact independently and log the time until failure (or timeout) across multiple (5) runs.
Despite the relatively small number of runs, our results show that FuzzChick’s performance lies in
the middle of the other approaches with statistical significance (p = 0.05), mostly because of the
order of magnitude difference. The stack machine experiments were run on a machine with eight
2.30GHz Intel i7 cores and 16GB of RAM, running Ubuntu Linux 18.04 LTS. The register machine
experiments were run on a machine with twenty-four 2.4GHz cores and 110GB of RAM, running
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 7.4.
Comparing the MTTF of FuzzChick against QuickChick and QcCrowbar with automatically synthesized generators and against QuickChick with hand-written generators, we find that FuzzChick’s
bug-finding performance falls in the (large) middle ground between the previously available fully
automatic approaches and the fully manual one—much better than prior automatic approaches,
but not as good as highly tuned manual testing. In particular, despite requiring very little manual
setup, FuzzChick is able to find most of the injected bugs within seconds or minutes, even for the
more challenging register machine, while the plain QuickChick and QcCrowbar are unable to find
most bugs even for the simpler stack machine after an hour or more of testing.
5.1

Stack Machine

The results for the stack machine can be seen in Figure 4. Each bar in the stacked chart represents
a particular mutation of the IFC rule table as described in the previous section. The top two stacks
are our baseline: QuickChick (in green) and QcCrowbar (highest bar, in yellow) with automatically
derived generators. The bottom stack (in blue) shows the peformance of QuickChick when using the
handwritten “smart generators” of Hriţcu et al. [2013b]. The bar in the middle (in orange) shows the
perfomrnace of FuzzChick with a mostly automatic generator (described below). A comprehensive
table of these results in numeric form can be found in Appendix A.
Using derived generators alone fails to uncover most bugs within an hour of testing. The reason
quickly becomes apparent if we gather some simple statistics from the runs: out of 200 million tests
(for each bug), only about 5000 on average are not rejected! To see why the rest are rejected, recall
the property we’re testing, noninterference. To check noninterference, first, the input machines
must be indistinguishable and, second, both machines need to take a step without crashing. Either
of these checks cause many generated inputs to be discarded. For one thing, generating pairs of
machines randomly and then checking for indistinguishability will very rarely succeed. But the
default derived generators for pairs of machines does exactly that:
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Fig. 4. MTTF (in seconds) across different bugs for the stack machine

QuickChick
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69634.2

Fig. 5. Number of tests executed per second across different methods
Definition gen_pair_state : G (state * state) :=
st1 <- arbitrary ;;
st2 <- arbitrary ;;
ret (st1, st2).

Worse, there are many configurations that can cause the machine to crash—e.g, attempting to
execute an Add instruction while the stack is empty. The automatically derived instruction generator
does not take that into account either; it simply generates instructions uniformly at random:
Definition gen_instruction : G instruction :=
freq [ (1, ret Nop)
; (1, z <- arbitrary;; ret (Push z))
; (1, z <- arbitrary;; ret (BCall z))
; (1, ret BRet)
; (1, ret Add)
; (1, ret Load)
; (1, ret Store)].
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The QcCrowbar implementation fares even worse. It does manage to discover two out of the
twenty IFC violations in some of the runs, but the AFL backend is unable to overcome the deficiencies
of the generator, in part because its instrumentation overhead leads to executing many fewer tests
(Figure 5). With naive random testing we were executing roughly 82,000 tests per second. QcCrowbar
executes tests almost five times slower (∼ 16, 500 tests/sec).
On the other end of the spectrum we have the smart manual generators of Hriţcu et al.. These
give excellent performance: all bugs are found within 10 milliseconds of testing. However, they
are significantly more expensive to write: these generators themselves are 271 lines (even for this
simple stack machine), and they constituted a publishable research contribution on their own.
The performance of FuzzChick lies solidly between the two extremes. It finds 12 bugs within
a few seconds, and 7 more within minutes. One particularly hard bug is not found within the
one-hour time limit.
While the generator we used with FuzzChick is not automatically generated, the manual effort
needed was minimal: It is just three lines of code:
Definition gen_pair_state : G (state * state) :=
st <- arbitrary ;;
ret (st, st).

The generator uses the automatically synthesized generator for states to return a pair of identical
states. This generator would obviously reveal no bugs if we used it with QuickChick or QcCrowbar,
since the initial machines are always identical. However, the FuzzChick mutators, by employing coverage information, are able to massage the results of this overly rigid generator towards
counterexamples.
Note that the same effect can be obtained as an instance of the general mutation schema
mutateд(state * state) described in the previous section, by picking the constant mappings π (·) = 1
or π (·) = 2. Then, any state (s 1, s 2 ) can be mutated to (s 1, s 1 ) or (s 2, s 2 ) respectively. Therefore, this
small manual twist can be thought of as prioritizing specific mutations.
5.2

The Register Machine

The results for the register machine are similarly organized and appear in Figure 9. The basic
story here is the same as with the stack machine. The optimized hand-written generators are still
blazingly fast at finding bugs (in under a second), while using derived generators with QuickChick
or QcCrowbar leads to multi-hour timeouts across almost all bugs. Once again, FuzzChick offers
an attractive middle ground: it finds most of the bugs within minutes and five more within hours,
while timing out on three. The full results in tabular form appear in Appendix A.
The number of tests run per second for each of the four approaches is shown in Figure 7.
Interestingly, FuzzChick executes slightly more tests per second than the naive random generators.
Apparently, when machine states are complex enough, mutating existing pairs of machines is faster
than generating everything from scratch. Also interestingly (and, to us, somewhat puzzlingly), the
performance of QcCrowbar, when testing the register machine compared to the stack machine,
seems to deteriorate significantly more than the performance of the randomized testers does.
Summary. These results show that CGPT has promise. In particular, FuzzChick, while not a
panacea, is far better than QuickChick or QcCrowbar with automatic generators. Further exploring
the remaining gap between FuzzChick and handwritten generators offers an exciting avenue for
future work.
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6

RELATED WORK

The testing literature is vast; we concentrate here on the three main most relevant threads: synthesizing property-based random generators from preconditions, innovations in fuzz testing that aim
to satisfy (sparse) constraints, and SAT-based approaches to counterexample generation.
6.1

Property-based Generators

The “precondition problem” was identified almost at the same time as property-based random
testing was invented [Claessen and Hughes 2000]. In the years since then, many attempts have been
made to automatically produce generators for constrained inputs. Gligoric et al. [2010] develop
UDITA, a Java-based probabilistic language for generating linked structures efficiently. Bulwahn
[2012b] introduces the notion of smart enumerators in Isabelle’s QuickCheck, which only enumerate
inputs satisfying some precondition. On the random testing side, Claessen et al. [2014] develop an
algorithm for generating constrained inputs with a uniform (or near-uniform) distribution. Fetscher
et al. [2015] build upon this work to implement a similar approach in PLT Redex and demonstrate
excellent results in practice. Lampropoulos et al. [2017] further extend this approach by adding
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a restricted form of constraint solving under user control. Finally, Lampropoulos et al. [2018]
synthesize correct-by-construction QuickChick generators, given preconditions expressed in the
form of (restricted) inductive relations in Coq. All of these automatic approaches yield generators
that are slower by an order of magnitude than their hand-written counterparts. They also may be
complementary to CGPT: a better generator could be used by CGPT directly (and produce more
interesting seeds faster), while the same techniques that produce generators for constrained inputs
could be adapted to produce mutators instead.
6.2

Coverage-guided Fuzzing

Coverage-guided fuzzing (CGF) is the de facto standard, with AFL [2018], honggfuzz [2019], and
libFuzzer [2019] as prominent examples. We discuss several threads of research aimed at improving
the effectiveness of fuzzing in the presence of hard-to-satisfy constraints in the target program.
Improving Code Coverage. Much research in this area aims to improve on the basic idea of
maximizing code coverage. AFLFast [Böhme et al. 2016] updates AFL’s scheduling algorithm to
mutate seeds it deems more likely to lead to interesting new paths. CollAFL [Gan et al. 2018]
gathers path-based, rather than edge-based, coverage information. Fairfuzz [Lemieux and Sen 2018]
and Vuzzer [Rawat et al. 2017] use static analysis and instrumentation to prioritize rarely covered
parts of the program, and they try to mutate parts of an input that drive a program further down
rare paths. Angora [Chen and Chen 2018] and T-Fuzz [Peng et al. 2018] likewise use a variety of
techniques to reach and move past paths guarded by sparse constraints. Driller [Stephens et al.
2016] and QSym [Yun et al. 2018] combine ideas from fuzzing and symbolic execution (exemplified
by KLEE [Cadar et al. 2008] and Sage [Godefroid et al. 2008b]) to more reliably explore new code
paths. Many of these ideas could be adapted to the main CGPT fuzzing loop, and we would expect
to see corresponding benefits.
Zest [Padhye et al. 2018] is a recent system that combines generator-based testing (similar
to QuickCheck-style property-based random testers) and AFL-style fuzzing for Java programs.
Like Crowbar [2017], Zest fuzzes the set of random choices made by the generator. Like CGPT,
it distinguishes “discarded” runs that terminate due to the inputs being invalid from those that
succeed or fail. It then may prefer valid inputs as targets for subsequent mutations. On a variety of
benchmarks, Zest achieves far greater coverage than AFL fuzzing or property testing alone. Since
Zest does not integrate input generation with mutation (the latter is indirect, as in Crowbar), its
fuzzing loop is different in important ways from that of CGPT, and it may suffer the drawbacks
mentioned in § 2.2. It would be interesting to modify Crowbar to see if its performance improves
when using Zest’s scheduling algorithm.
Grammar-based fuzzing. Property-based testing tools work by synthesizing well-formed inputs
directly, and CGPT is no different. Researchers in the fuzzing community have also examined
the benefits of producing inputs that are well-formed, or nearly so. Skyfire [Wang et al. 2017]
and Orthrus [Shastry et al. 2017] do this by generating well-formed initial seeds, according to a
probabilistic context-sensitive grammar inferred from real-world examples. QuickFuzz [Grieco
et al. 2016, 2017] allows seed generation through the use of grammars that specify the structure of
valid, or interesting, inputs (mainly file formats). DIFUZE [Corina et al. 2017] performs an up-front
static analysis to identify the structure of inputs to device drivers prior to fuzzing.
Other fuzzers generate grammar-compliant inputs during the fuzzing campaign. Grammarbased whitebox fuzzing [Godefroid et al. 2008a] biases the scheduling of a whitebox fuzzer toward
grammar-compliant inputs. Glade [Bastani et al. 2017] synthesizes inputs from a learned grammar;
Learn&Fuzz [Godefroid et al. 2017] does likewise but mutates the example afterward. Godefroid
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et al. suggest that well-formed inputs should be preferred two-to-one over malformed ones to
optimize bug finding.
Structure-guided mutation. Some fuzzing work has considered application-specific mutation
strategies. AFL can be configured to use a dictionary [lcamtuf 2019a] of useful bit patterns (e.g.,
file format “magic numbers”) to be inserted, duplicated, or removed. Type-based mutation [Jain
et al. 2018] works by inferring the type of bytes—e.g., as ranges, offsets, or magic numbers—in an
input based on how the program uses them. Mutators are selected that may break assumed but
unenforced invariants (e.g., overflowing an integer or buffer) based on the type.
Smart Greybox Fuzzing [Pham et al. 2018] (SGF) develops structural mutation operators according
to a virtual file structure that it infers from valid (file-based) inputs. Like FuzzChick’s synthesized
mutators, these are based on high-level ideas of deletion, addition, and splicing. However, the input
format is learned imperfectly from examples, so the mutations are heuristic. SGF also employs a
power schedule that assigns more energy to seeds with a higher degree of grammar compliance.
Grammar-aware Greybox fuzzing [Wang et al. 2018] employs similar mutations, deriving them
from a provided grammar rather than a learned one.
6.3

SAT-based Tools

A third thread of related work leverages the power of modern SAT solvers. We’ve already discussed
some hybrid approaches involving SAT solvers: symbolic execution, which mixes fuzzing with
constraint solving [Cadar et al. 2008; Godefroid et al. 2008b], and Luck [Lampropoulos et al. 2017],
which mixes random generation with constraint solving. Here, we focus on solutions that rely
purely on solvers.
To test a property P → Q, after translating it to a a logic that a SAT-solver can understand,
we could either discover inputs that satisfy P and then test Q, or we could attempt to falsify
P → Q directly. Liquid Haskell’s Target tool [Seidel et al. 2015] exemplifies the former approach.
It translates preconditions from “refinement type” annotations written in Haskell into logical
formulae and then uses Z3 [De Moura and Bjørner 2008] to produce valid witnesses for them. These
witnesses are then used to exercise the conclusion. This approach has had mixed results, as it is
near impossible to get good-for-testing distributions of inputs using an SMT-solver as a black box.
A more promising approach uses SMT solvers to find counterexamples to properties directly,
with tools like Alloy [Jackson 2011] enjoying particular success. In the proof assistant world,
this approach is heavily leveraged in Isabelle/HOL. Starting with Refute [Weber 2005], certain
Isabelle formulae could be translated to first-order logic to find countermodels using SAT solvers.
Nitpick [Blanchette and Nipkow 2010] improved this approach, targeting the same solver as Alloy
(Kodkod [Torlak and Jackson 2007]) and allowing for testing unrestricted Isabelle programs. More
recently, Nunchaku[Cruanes and Blanchette 2016] further extended this line of work with support
for dependent types, providing a single tool with multiple planned front-ends for different proof
assistants, including Coq.
In general, QuickChick-style random testing and Nitpick-style countermodel generation have
complementary strengths and weaknesses [Blanchette 2012]. In problems with very sparse constraints, it makes sense to use SAT solving to take advantage of its combinatorial nature. For
problems with sparse-but-not-too-sparse constraints (like IFC and type systems) and where executable specifications are natural, random testing can be more efficient.
7

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented coverage guided, property based testing (CGPT), adapting key ideas from
coverage guided fuzzing (CGF), exemplified by tools like AFL, to the setting of property testing.
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In particular, rather than always generating a distinct input from scratch for each test, CGPT
can mutate prior inputs, favoring those that result in more code coverage during testing. Indeed,
its scheduling algorithm is able to switch between mutation and generation to better optimize
increases in coverage. Unlike CGF, mutations in CGPT are at the level of high-level input types,
rather low-level bit-twiddling operations. Our FuzzChick implementation of CGPT, which extends
the QuickCheck property tester for the Coq proof assistant, synthesizes mutators for a type T
automatically, based on T’s algebraic structure. We evaluated the performance of FuzzChick against
both QuickChick and Crowbar, a previous (and more direct) attempt to combine CGF and property
testing. We found that FuzzChick gives orders of magnitude better performance using simple, mostly
automatically derived generators, though it is still significantly slower than expertly hand-written
ones. Future work should consider how to close this gap further; ideas for next steps could consider
smarter generator or mutator synthesis, better-tuned scheduling, and machine learning.
A

TABLE OF MTTFS

The results for the stack machine presented in § 4.1 can be found in Figure 8. The first two columns
are our baseline: plain QuickChick and QcCrowbar with automatically derived generators. The
third column shows the performance of FuzzChick with a mostly automatic generator described
below. The last column shows QuickChick with the hand-written “smart generators” of Hriţcu
et al. [2013b, 2016]. Each entry in the table measures the mean time to failure, in seconds, for each
mutant injected in the stack machine across the different approaches. The results for the register
machine are similarly organized and appear in Figure 9.

Injected Fault #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

QuickChick
66.3
273.2
492.1
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
2452.7
1.1
3.3
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
351.4
1h (t/o)
349.4
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)

QcCrowbar FuzzChick
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
3380.5
717.0
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)
1h (t/o)

2.5
3.0
3.0
149.9
3.8
2.0
0.7
0.5
2283.0
1h (t/o)
153.4
388.5
414.3
1.341
382.8
2.9
3.2
1055.6
19.2
2.5

QuickChick
(hand-written)
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.003
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.003
0.003
0.000
0.002
0.001
0.000
0.002
0.002
0.003
0.010
0.003
0.001

Fig. 8. MTTF (in seconds) for each stack machine mutant
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Injected Fault #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

QuickChick
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
208.0
3h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
12781.9
12902.6
12822.7
4275.6
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)
4h (t/o)

QcCrowbar FuzzChick
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)

36.8
351.6
5969.6
8h (t/o)
17361.6
407.7
939.1
653.1
8h (t/o)
2320.2
137.6
112.9
482.4
9.5
30.8
1174.4
115.3
31.1
141.1
46.5
84.7
40.4
41.5
29.0
29.3
50.3
61.6
9976.1
53.1
8h (t/o)
8h (t/o)
8497.9
30749.3

QuickChick
(hand-written)
0.056
0.292
0.154
0.452
0.017
0.015
0.052
0.057
0.073
0.083
0.009
0.613
0.658
0.157
0.326
0.080
0.141
0.312
0.073
0.047
0.087
0.072
0.137
0.021
0.006
0.002
0.002
0.094
0.223
0.159
0.214
0.365
0.129

Fig. 9. Register Machine Results
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